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Abstract. The MapReduce programming model is widely acclaimed as a key

solution to designing data-intensive applications. However, many of the compu-

tations that fit this model cannot be expressed as a single MapReduce execu-

tion, but require a more complex design. Such applications consisting of multiple

jobs chained into a long-running execution are called pipeline MapReduce ap-

plications. Standard MapReduce frameworks are not optimized for the specific

requirements of pipeline applications, yielding performance issues. In order to

optimize the execution on pipelined MapReduce, we propose a mechanism for

creating map tasks along the pipeline, as soon as their input data becomes avail-

able. We implemented our approach in the Hadoop MapReduce framework. The

benefits of our dynamic task scheduling are twofold: reducing job-completion

time and increasing cluster utilization by involving more resources in the compu-

tation. Experimental evaluation performed on the Grid’5000 testbed, shows that

our approach delivers performance gains between 9% and 32%.

Keywords: MapReduce, pipeline MapReduce applications, intermediate data manage-

ment, task scheduling, Hadoop, HDFS

1 Introduction

The MapReduce abstraction has revolutionized the data-intensive community and has

rapidly spread to various research and production areas. Google introduced MapRe-

duce [8] as a solution to the need to process datasets up to multiple terabytes in size on

a daily basis. The goal of the MapReduce programming model is to provide an abstrac-

tion that enables users to perform computations on large amounts of data.

The MapReduce abstraction is inspired by the “map” and “reduce” primitives com-

monly used in functional programming. When designing an application using the MapRe-

duce paradigm, the user has to specify two functions: map and reduce that are executed

in parallel on multiple machines. Applications that can be modeled by the means of

MapReduce, mostly consist of two computations: the “map” step, that applies a filter

on the input data, selecting only the data that satisfies a given condition, and the “re-

duce” step, that collects and aggregates all the data produced by the first phase. The

MapReduce model exposes a simple interface, that can be easily manipulated by users

without any experience with parallel and distributed systems. However, the interface is

versatile enough so that it can be employed to suit a wide range of data-intensive ap-

plications. These are the main reasons for which MapReduce has known an increasing

popularity ever since it was introduced.



An open-source implementation of Google’s abstraction was provided by Yahoo!

through the Hadoop [5] project. This framework is considered the reference MapRe-

duce implementation and is currently heavily used for various purposes and on several

infrastructures. The MapReduce paradigm has also been adopted by the cloud comput-

ing community as a support to those cloud-based applications that are data-intensive.

Cloud providers support MapReduce computations so as to take advantage of the huge

processing and storage capabilities the cloud holds, but at the same time, to provide the

user with a clean and easy-to-use interface. Amazon released ElasticMapReduce [2], a

web service that enables users to easily and cost-effectively process large amounts of

data. The service consists of a hosted Hadoop framework running on Amazon’s Elastic

Compute Cloud (EC2) [1]. Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (S3) [3] serves as stor-

age layer for Hadoop. AzureMapReduce [9] is an implementation of the MapReduce

programming model, based on the infrastructure services the Azure cloud [6] offers.

Azure’s infrastructure services are built to provide scalability, high throughput and data

availability. These features are used by the AzureMapReduce runtime as mechanisms

for achieving fault tolerance and efficient data processing at large scale.

MapReduce is used to model a wide variety of applications, belonging to numer-

ous domains such as analytics (data processing), image processing, machine learning,

bioinformatics, astrophysics, etc. There are many scenarios in which designing an ap-

plication with MapReduce requires the users to employ several MapReduce processing.

These applications that consist of multiple MapReduce jobs chained into a long-running

execution, are called pipeline MapReduce applications. In this paper, we study the char-

acteristics of pipeline MapReduce applications, and we focus on optimizing their exe-

cution. Existing MapReduce frameworks manage pipeline MapReduce applications as

a sequence of MapReduce jobs. Whether they are employed directly by users or through

higher-level tools, MapReduce frameworks are not optimized for executing pipeline ap-

plications. A major drawback comes from the fact that the jobs in the pipeline have to

be executed sequentially: a job cannot start until all the input data it processes has been

generated by the previous job in the pipeline.

In order to speed up the execution of pipelined MapReduce, we propose a new

mechanism for creating “map” tasks along the pipeline, as soon as their input data be-

comes available. Our approach allows successive jobs in the pipeline to overlap the

execution of “reduce” tasks with that of “map” tasks. In this manner, by dynamically

creating and scheduling tasks, the framework is able to complete the execution of the

pipeline faster. In addition, our approach ensures a more efficient cluster utilization,

with respect to the amount of resources that are involved in the computation. We im-

plemented the proposed mechanisms in the Hadoop MapReduce framework [5] and

evaluated the benefits of our approach through extensive experimental evaluation.

In section 2 we present an overview of pipelined MapReduce as well as the scenarios

in which this type of processing is employed. Section 3 introduces the mechanisms we

propose and shows their implementation in Hadoop. Section 4 is dedicated to the exper-

iments we performed; we detail the environmental setup and the scenarios we selected

for execution in order to measure the impact of our approach. Section 5 summarizes the

contributions of this work and presents directions for future work.
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2 Pipeline MapReduce applications: overview and related work

Many of the computations that fit the MapReduce model, cannot be expressed as a sin-

gle MapReduce execution, but require a more complex design. These applications that

consist of multiple MapReduce jobs chained into a long-running execution, are called

pipeline MapReduce applications. Each stage in the pipeline is a MapReduce job (with

2 phases, “map” and “reduce”), and the output data produced by one stage is fed as

input to the next stage in the pipeline. Usually, pipeline MapReduce applications are

long-running tasks that generate large amounts of intermediate data (the data produced

between stages). This type of data is transferred between stages and has different char-

acteristics from the meaningful data (the input and output of an application). While the

input and output data are expected to be persistent and are likely to be read multiple

times (during and after the execution of the application), intermediate data is transient

data that is usually written once, by one stage, and read once, by the next stage.

However, there are few scenarios in which users directly design their application as a

pipeline of MapReduce jobs. Most of the use cases of MapReduce pipelines come from

applications that translate into a chain of MapReduce jobs. One of the drawbacks of the

extreme simplicity of the MapReduce model is that it cannot be straightforwardly used

in more complex scenarios. For instance, in order to use MapReduce for higher-level

computations (for example, the operations performed in the database domain) one has

to deal with issues like multi-stage execution plan, branching data-flows, etc. The trend

of using MapReduce for database-like operations led to the development of high-level

query languages that are executed as MapReduce jobs, such as Hive [14], Pig [12],

and Sawzall [13]. Pig is a distributed infrastructure for performing high-level analy-

sis on large data sets. The Pig platform consists of a high-level query language called

PigLatin and the framework for running computations expressed in PigLatin. PigLatin

programs comprise SQL-like high-level constructs for manipulating data that are inter-

leaved with MapReduce-style processing. The Pig framework compiles these programs

into a pipeline of MapReduce jobs that are executed within the Hadoop environment.

The scenarios in which users actually devise their applications as MapReduce pipelines,

involve binary data whose format does not fit the high-level structures of the afore-

mentioned frameworks. In order to facilitate the design of pipeline MapReduce ap-

plications, Cloudera recently released Crunch [4], a tool that generates a pipeline of

MapReduce jobs and manages their execution. While there are several frameworks that

generate pipeline MapReduce applications, few works focus on optimizing the actual

execution of this type of applications. In [11], the authors propose a tool for estimat-

ing the progress of MapReduce pipelines generated by Pig queries. The Hadoop Online

Prototype (HOP) [7] is a modified version of the Hadoop MapReduce framework that

supports online aggregation, allowing users to get snapshots from a job as it is being

computed. HOP employs pipelining of data between MapReduce jobs, i.e., the reduce

tasks of one job can optionally pipeline their output directly to the map tasks of the next

job. However, by circumventing the storing of data in a distributed file system (DFS)

between the jobs, fault tolerance cannot be guaranteed by the system. Furthermore, as

the computation of the reduce function from the previous job and the map function of

the next job cannot be overlapped, the jobs in the pipeline are executed sequentially.
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3 Introducing dynamic scheduling of map tasks in Hadoop

3.1 Motivation

In a pipeline of MapReduce applications, the intermediate data generated between the

stages represents the output data of one stage and the input data for the next stage. The

intermediate data is produced by one job and consumed by the next job in the pipeline.

When running this kind of applications in a dedicated framework, the intermediate data

is usually stored in the distributed file system that also stores the user input data and the

output result. This approach ensures intermediate data availability, and thus, provides

fault tolerance, a very important factor when executing pipeline applications. However,

using MapReduce frameworks to execute pipeline applications raises performance is-

sues, since MapReduce frameworks are not optimized for the specific features of in-

termediate data. The main performance issue comes from the fact that the jobs in the

pipeline have to be executed sequentially: a job cannot start until all the input data it

processes has been generated by the job in the previous stage of the pipeline. Conse-

quently, the framework runs only one job at a time, which results in inefficient cluster

utilization and basically, a waste of resources.

3.2 Executing pipeline MapReduce applications with Hadoop

The Hadoop project provides an open-source implementation of Google’s MapReduce

paradigm through the Hadoop MapReduce framework [5, 15]. The framework was de-

signed following Google’s architectural model and has become the reference MapRe-

duce implementation. The architecture is tailored in a master-slave manner, consisting

of a single master jobtracker and multiple slave tasktrackers. The jobtracker’s main

role is to act as the task scheduler of the system, by assigning work to the tasktrackers.

Each tasktracker disposes of a number of available slots for running tasks. Every active

map or reduce task takes up one slot, thus a tasktracker usually executes several tasks

simultaneously. When dispatching “map” tasks to tasktrackers, the jobtracker strives at

keeping the computation as close to the data as possible. This technique is enabled by

the data-layout information previously acquired by the jobtracker. If the work cannot be

hosted on the actual node where the data resides, priority is given to nodes closer to the

data (belonging to the same network rack). The jobtracker first schedules “map” tasks,

as the reducers must wait for the “map” execution to generate the intermediate data.

Hadoop executes the jobs of a pipeline MapReduce application in a sequential man-

ner. Each job in the pipeline consists of a “map” and a “reduce” phase. The “map”

computation is executed by Hadoop tasktrackers only when all the data it processes is

available in the underlying DFS. Thus, the mappers are scheduled to run only after all

the reducers from the preceding job have completed their execution. This scenario is

also representative for a Pig processing: the jobs in the logical plan generated by the

Pig framework are submitted to Hadoop sequentially. In consequence, at each step of

the pipeline, at most the “map” and “reduce” tasks of the same job are being executed.

Running the mappers and the reducers of a single job involves only a part of the cluster

nodes. The rest of the computational and storage cluster capabilities remains idle.
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3.3 Our approach

In order to speed-up the execution of pipeline MapReduce applications, and also to

improve cluster utilization, we propose an optimized Hadoop MapReduce framework,

in which the scheduling is done in a dynamic manner. For a better understanding of

our approach, we first detail the process through which “map” and “reduce” tasks are

created and scheduled in the original Hadoop MapReduce framework.

Client Jobtracker
submit job

create Map 

and Reduce tasks

add job to 

scheduling queue

dispatch

tasks

Fig. 1. Job submission process in Hadoop.

Figure 1 displays the job submission process. The first step is for the user to specify

the “map” and “reduce” computations of the application. The Hadoop client generates

all the job-related information (input and output directories, data placement, etc.) and

then submits the job for execution to the jobtracker. On the jobtracker’s side, the list

of “map” and “reduce” tasks for the submitted job is created. The number of “map”

tasks is equal to the number of chunks in the input data, while the number of “reduce”

tasks is computed by taking into account various factors, such as the cluster capacity,

the user specification, etc. The list of tasks is added to the job queue that holds the jobs

to be scheduled for execution on tasktrackers. In the Hadoop MapReduce framework,

the “map” and “reduce” tasks are created by the jobtracker when the job is submitted

for execution. When they are created, the “map” tasks require to know the location of

the chunks they will work on.

In the context of multiple jobs executed in a pipeline, the jobs are submitted by

the client to the jobtracker sequentially, as the chunk-location information is available

only when the previous job completes. Our approach is based on the remark that a

“map” task is created for a single input chunk. It only needs to be aware of this very

chunk location. Furthermore, when it is created, the only information that the “map”

task requires, is the list of nodes that store the data in its associated chunk. We modified

the Hadoop MapReduce framework to create “map” tasks dynamically, that is, as soon

as a chunk is available for processing. This approach can bring substantial benefits to

the execution of pipeline MapReduce applications. Since the execution of a job can start

as soon as the first chunk of data is generated by the previous job, the total runtime is

significantly reduced. Additionally, the tasks belonging to several jobs in the pipeline

can be executed at the same time, which leads to a more efficient cluster utilization.

The modifications and extensions of the Hadoop MapReduce framework that we

propose, are further presented and summarized on Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Dynamic creation of “map” tasks.

Algorithm 1 Report output size (on tasktracker)

1: procedure COMMITTASK

2: (size, files)← tasktracker.writeReduceOutputData()
3: jobtracker.transmitOutputInfo(size, files)
4: end procedure

Job-submission process

Client side. On the client side, we modified the submission process between the Hadoop

client and the jobtracker. Instead of waiting for the execution to complete, the client

launches a job monitor that reports the execution progress to the user. With this ap-

proach, a pipeline MapReduce application employs a single Hadoop client to run

the application. The client submits all the jobs in the pipeline from the beginning,

instead of submitting them sequentially, i.e., the modified Hadoop client submits

the whole set of jobs job1...jobn for execution.

Jobtracker side. The job-submission protocol is similar to the one displayed on Fig-

ure 1. However, at submission time, only the input data for job1 is available in

the DFS. Regarding job2...jobn, the input data has to be generated throughout the

pipeline. Thus, the jobtracker creates the set of “map” and “reduce” tasks only for

job1. For the rest of the jobs, the jobtracker creates only “reduce” tasks, while

“map” tasks will be created along the pipeline, as the data is being generated.

Job scheduling

Tasktracker side: For a jobi in the pipeline, the data produced by the job’s “reduce”

phase (reducei) represents the input data of jobi+1’s “map” task (mapi+1). When

reducei is completed, the tasktracker writes the output data to the backend storage.

We modified the tasktracker code to notify the jobtracker whenever it successfully

completes the execution of a “reduce” function: the tasktracker informs the job-

tracker about the size of the data produced by the “reduce” task.
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Algorithm 2 Update job (on jobtracker)

1: procedure TRANSMITOUTPUTINFO(size, files)

2: invoke updateJob(size, files) on taskscheduler

3: end procedure

4: procedure UPDATEJOB(size, files)

5: for all job ∈ jobQueue do

6: dir ← job.getInputDirectory()
7: if dir = getDirectory(files) then

8: if writtenBytes.contains(dir) = False then

9: writtenBytes.put(dir, size)
10: else

11: allBytes← writtenBytes.get(dir)
12: writtenBytes.put(dir, allBytes+ size)
13: end if

14: allBytes← writtenBytes.get(dir)
15: if allBytes ≥ CHUNK SIZE then

16: b← job.createMapsForSplits(files)
17: writtenBytes.put(dir, allBytes− b)
18: else

19: job.addToPending(files)
20: end if

21: end if

22: end for

23: end procedure

Jobtracker side: In our modified framework, the jobtracker keeps track of the out-

put data generated by reducers in the DFS. This information is important for the

scheduling of the jobs in the pipeline, as the output directory of jobi is the in-

put directory of jobi+1. Each time data is produced in jobi’s output directory, the

jobtracker checks to see if it can create new “map” tasks for jobi+1. If the data

accumulated in jobi+1’s input directory is at least of the size of a chunk, the job-

tracker creates “map” tasks for the newly generated data. For each new chunk, the

jobtracker creates a “map” task to process it. All the “map” tasks are added to the

scheduling queue and then dispatched to idle tasktrackers for execution.

The modifications on the tasktracker side are described in Algorithm 1. We extended

the code with a primitive that sends to the jobtracker the information about the “reduce”

output data: the files written to the DFS and the total size of the data. Algorithm 2

shows the process of updating a job with information received from tasktrackers. The

algorithm is integrated in the jobtracker code, mainly in the scheduling phase. The

jobtracker also plays the role of task scheduler. It keeps a list of data written to the

input directory of each job. For each received update, the jobtracker checks if the data

in the job’s input directory reaches at least a chunk in size (64 MB default). If it is the

case, “map” tasks will be created, one per each new data chunk. Otherwise, the job’s

information is stored for subsequent processing. The mechanism of creating “map”

tasks is presented in Algorithm 3, executed by the jobtracker, and integrated into the job
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Algorithm 3 Create map tasks (on job)

1: procedure ADDTOPENDING(files)

2: pendingF iles.addAll(files)
3: end procedure

4: function CREATEMAPSFORSPLITS(files) returns splitBytes

5: pendingF iles.addAll(files)
6: splits← getSplits(pendingF iles)
7: pendingF iles.clear()
8: newSplits← splits.length

9: jobtracker.addWaitingMaps(newSplits)
10: for i ∈ [1..newSplits] do

11: maps[numMapTasks+ i]← newMapTask(splits[i])
12: end for

13: numMapTasks← numMapTasks+ newSplits

14: notifyAllReduceTasks(numMapTasks)
15: for all s ∈ splits do

16: splitBytes← splitBytes+ s.getLength()
17: end for

18: return splitBytes

19: end function

code. We extended the code so that each job holds the list of files that were generated

so far in the job’s input directory. When the jobtracker computes that at least a chunk of

input data has been generated, new “map” tasks are created for the job. The data in the

files is split into chunks. A “map” task is created for each chunk and the newly launched

tasks are added to the scheduling queue. The jobtracker also informs the “reduce” tasks

that the number of “map” tasks has changed. The reducers need to be aware of the

number of mappers of the same job, as they have to transfer their assigned part of the

output data from all the mappers to their local disk.

4 Evaluation

We validate the proposed approach through a series of experiments that compare the

original Hadoop framework with our modified version, when running pipeline applica-

tions.

4.1 Environmental setup

The experiments were carried out on the Grid’5000 [10] testbed. The Grid’5000 project

is a widely-distributed infrastructure devoted to providing an experimental platform

for the research community. The platform is spread over 10 geographical sites located

through on French territory and 1 in Luxembourg. For our experiments, we employed

nodes from the Orsay cluster of the Grid’5000. The nodes are outfitted with dual-core

x86 64 CPUs and 2 GB of RAM. Intra-cluster communication is done through a 1 Gbps

Ethernet network. We performed an initial test at a small scale, i.e., 20 nodes, in order to
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assess the impact of our approach. The second set of tests involves 50 nodes belonging

to the Orsay cluster.

4.2 Results
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Fig. 3. Completion time for short-running pipeline applications.

The evaluation presented here focuses on assessing the performance gains of the

optimized MapReduce framework we propose, over the original one. To this end, we

developed a benchmark that creates a pipeline of n MapReduce jobs and submits them

to Hadoop for execution. Each job in the pipeline simulates a load that parses key-

value pairs from the input data and outputs 90% of them as final result. In this manner,

we manage to obtain a long-running application that generates a large amount of data,

allowing our dynamic scheduling mechanism to optimize the execution of the pipeline.

The computation itself is not relevant in this case, as our goal is to create a scenario

in which enough data chunks are generated along the pipeline so that “map” tasks can

be dynamically created. We run this type of application first with the original Hadoop

framework, then with our optimized version of Hadoop. In both cases, we measure the

pipeline completion-time and compare the results.

Short-running pipeline applications

In a first set of experiments, we run the benchmark in a small setup involving

20 nodes, on top of which HDFS and Hadoop MapReduce are deployed as follows:

a dedicated machine is allocated for each centralized entity (namenode, jobtracker), a

node serves as the Hadoop client that submits the jobs, and the rest of 17 nodes repre-

sent both datanodes and tasktrackers. At each step, we keep the same deployment setup

and we increase the number of jobs in the pipeline to be executed. The first test con-

sists in running a single job, while the last one runs a pipeline of 9 MapReduce jobs.

The application’s input data, i.e., job1’s input data, consists of 5 data chunks (a total of

320 MB). Jobi keeps 90% of the input data it received from jobi−1. In the case of the

9-job pipeline, this data-generation mechanism leads to a total of 2 GB of data produced

throughout the pipeline, out of which 1.6 GB account for intermediate data.
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Figure 3 shows the execution time of pipeline applications consisting of an increas-

ing number of jobs (from 1 to 9), in two scenarios: when running on top of the origi-

nal Hadoop, and with the pipeline-optimized version we proposed. In the first case, the

client sequentially submits the jobs in the pipeline to Hadoop’s jobtracker, i.e., waits for

the completion of jobi before submitting jobi+1. When using our version of Hadoop,

the client submits all the jobs in the pipeline from the beginning, and then waits for the

completion of the whole application. As expected, the completion time in both cases

increases proportionally to the number of jobs to be executed. However, our framework

manages to run the jobs faster, as it creates and schedules “map” tasks as soon as a chunk

of data is generated during the execution. This mechanism speeds-up the execution of

the entire pipeline, and also exhibits a more efficient cluster utilization. Compared to

the original Hadoop, we obtain a performance gain between 26% and 32%.
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Fig. 4. Completion time for long-running pipeline applications.

Long-running pipeline applications

The first experiment we presented was focused on pipeline applications that consist

of a small up to a medium number of jobs (1 to 9). Due to the long-running nature of

pipeline applications and considering the significant size of the intermediate data our

benchmark generates, we performed experiments with larger applications and larger

datasets in a different setup, including 50 nodes. HDFS and Hadoop MapReduce are

deployed as for the previous experiment, employing thus 47 tasktrackers. The size of

the input data for each pipeline application amounts to 2.4 GB (40 data chunks). We

vary the number of jobs to be executed in each pipeline, from 10 to 35. For the longest-

running application, the generated data add up to a total of 24.4 GB.

The results for this setup are displayed on Figure 4. Consistently with the previous

results, our approach proves to be more efficient for long-running applications as well.

The performance gains vary between 9% and 19% in this scenario. The benefits of

our optimized framework have a smaller impact in this case, because of the data size

involved in the experiment. Since more chunks are used as input, and substantially more

chunks are being generated throughout the pipeline, a large part of the tasktrackers is
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involved in the current computation, leaving a smaller number of resources available

for dynamically running created “map” tasks.
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Fig. 5. Impact of deployment setup on performance.

Scaling out

In the context of pipeline applications, the number of nodes involved in the Hadoop

deployment can have a substantial impact on completion time. Furthermore, consider-

ing our approach of dynamic scheduling “map” tasks, the scale of the deployment is

an important factor to take into account. Thus, we performed an experiment in which

we vary the number of nodes employed by the Hadoop framework. At each step, we

increase the number of nodes used for the deployment, such that the number of task-

trackers that execute “map” and “reduce” tasks is varied from 10 to 45. In each setup,

we run the aforementioned benchmark with a fixed number of 7 jobs in the pipeline.

The input data is also fixed, consisting of 25 chunks of data, i.e., 1.5 GB.

Figure 5 shows the completion time of the 7-job pipeline when running with both

original Hadoop and modified Hadoop, while increasing the deployment setup. As the

previous experiments also showed, our improved framework manages to execute the

jobs faster than the original Hadoop. In both cases, as more nodes are added to the

deployment, the application is executed faster, as more tasktrackers can be used for

running the jobs. However, increasing the number of nodes yields performance gains up

to a point, which corresponds to 25 tasktrackers for the original Hadoop. This number is

strongly related to the number of chunks in the input data, since the jobtracker schedules

a tasktracker to run the “map” computation on each chunk. For the modified Hadoop,

the point after which expanding the deployment does not prove to be profitable any

longer, is higher than for the original Hadoop. The reason for this behavior lies in the

scheduling approach of both frameworks: in original Hadoop, the scheduling of jobs is

done sequentially, while in modified Hadoop, the “map” tasks of each job are scheduled

as soon as the data is generated. The completion time starts to increase in both cases

after a certain point, as the overhead of launching and managing a larger number of

tasktrackers overcomes the advantage of having more nodes in the deployment.
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5 Conclusions

In this paper we address a special class of MapReduce applications, i.e., applications

that consist of multiple jobs executed in a pipeline. In this context, we focus on improv-

ing the performance of the Hadoop MapReduce framework when executing pipelines.

Our proposal consists mainly of a new mechanism for creating tasks along the pipeline,

as soon as their input data become available. This dynamic task scheduling leads to an

improved performance of the framework, in terms of job completion time. In addition,

our approach ensures a more efficient cluster utilization, with respect to the amount of

resources involved in the computation. The approach presented in this paper can be fur-

ther extended so as to allow the overlapping of several jobs in the pipeline. However,

this aspect would require careful tuning of the scheduling of tasks in MapReduce frame-

works. Deciding whether to execute reducers for the current job or to start mappers for

the next jobs is a crucial aspect that requires complex metrics. As future direction,

we also plan to validate the proposed approach through experiments with higher-level

frameworks in the context of pipelined MapReduce, such as Pig.
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